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Abstract
This demonstration showcases the applicability and benefits of a deep reinforcement learning (DRL)
agent for spectrum defragmentation in a realistic deployment. This is achieved by integrating the DRL
agent with the operations of a carrier-grade optical network digital twin via standard T-API messages.
© 2023 The Author(s)

Introduction

One of the main challenges in dynamic elastic op-
tical networks (EONs) is spectrum fragmentation
(SF) which stems from the discrepancy between
the incoming connection requests and the avail-
able spectral gaps. SF leads to inefficient use of
the spectrum, degrading the performance of EON
in terms of service blocking ratio (SBR)[1]. Spec-
trum defragmentation (SD) is a way to consolidate
the spectrum usage by reconfiguring a subset of
connections, thus reducing gaps unsuitable for in-
coming connectivity services. Numerous SD ap-
proaches rely on, e.g., threshold-based heuristic
algorithms[2] or integer linear programming mod-
els[3], typically aimed at SBR minimisation. Such
methods may require bespoke threshold configu-
ration or take long to find a solution, which limits
their flexibility and applicability in dynamic service
provisioning scenarios.

Intelligent and adaptable techniques, such as
those based on machine learning (ML), are
needed to meet the network operators’ quest
for efficient and automated network manage-
ment. DeepDefrag[4], a recently proposed SD
framework based on deep reinforcement learn-
ing (DRL), has been shown to outperform exist-
ing deterministic algorithms in SBR minimisation.
DeepDefrag performs proactive SD by deciding
on the reconfiguration timing, the concerned sub-
set of connections, and their target spectrum.

Integrating ML-based techniques in real-world
optical network deployments is challenging due
to, among other, potential mismatch between the
data these techniques require and information
made available by vendor-specific management

tools. Optical network disaggregation addresses
this issue by defining, among other elements, a
set of standard application programming inter-
faces (APIs) that allow operators to interact with
network elements[5]. Transport API (T-API), an
example of such standards, supports a hierar-
chical software-defined networking (SDN) archi-
tecture that fits multi-vendor/multi-domain scenar-
ios. T-API is regarded as a promising standard
for different use cases, including connectivity ser-
vice creation over dense wavelength-division mul-
tiplexing (DWDM) networks[6] and enabling quan-
tum encryption of optical end-to-end services[7].
However, so far, the potential benefits of SD tech-
niques have not been validated in T-API systems,
especially those using carrier-grade T-API imple-
mentations. Such implementations can be pro-
vided by, e.g., a digital twin[8], which mirrors the
behaviour of real devices, allowing a realistic and
real-time system performance evaluation without
the prohibitive overhead of testing on real de-
vices.

In this demonstration, we develop a new de-
fragmentation module that uses standard T-API
messages to realise SD decisions taken by a DRL
agent, i.e., DeepDefrag. We demonstrate the
module’s capabilities through a dashboard that
enables the audience to parameterise network
operation settings, view the fragmented network
state, observe the DRL-based SD decisions, and
inspect their realisation over a carrier-grade dig-
ital twin. The DRL agent intelligently decides
when to trigger defragmentation, selects the con-
nections and the order of their reallocation, and
finds the target spectrum slots.
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Fig. 1: Communication between the Spectrum
defragmentation (SD) module and the digital twin.

Workflow
Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of the proposed
demonstration, including the message exchange
between the SD module and the T-API-enabled
digital twin. In the following, we describe each
message, highlighting the associated T-API use
case[9].

In phase 1, the SD module periodically re-
quests information about existing connectivity
services (including their unique identifiers) and
topology from the digital twin (use cases 0a and
0b). The defragmentation module uses this infor-
mation as input to the DRL agent, which, based
on the current network state, decides whether to
initiate an SD cycle or not.

Phase 2 starts when the DRL agent initiates
an SD cycle. The DRL agent iteratively selects a
connectivity service for reallocation and the target
spectrum. Note that the path does not change
during defragmentation. This process is repeated
until the DRL agent stops the SD cycle.

Connectivity services are reallocated following
a break-before-make approach. The service se-
lected for reallocation is removed (use case 10),
after which it is re-established by specifying the
nodes, links and target spectrum slots. The pro-
cess of establishing a connectivity service, which
traverses specific nodes or links and occupies
specific spectrum slots, is defined in use cases
2c, 3a, and 3b, respectively. The break-before-
make approach allows our defragmentation mod-
ule to take advantage of defragmentation solu-
tions that overlap with the spectrum currently
used by the service under reconfiguration.

Demonstration implementation
Figure 2 illustrates the deployment adopted in
this demonstration. The defragmentation mod-
ule is implemented specifically for this demonstra-
tion using Python. It uses the Optical RL-Gym[10]
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Fig. 2: Demonstrator architecture.
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Fig. 3: Simple network example with 7 connectivity services.

to generate connectivity service requests follow-
ing a Poisson process. The aim is to obtain a
representation of the network state resulting from
long-term operation (i.e., steady state represen-
tation). The DeepDefrag[4] DRL agent making the
defragmentation decisions during the demonstra-
tion is trained separately beforehand for practical
purposes.

The digital twin of the optical network is im-
plemented by mirroring each optical network el-
ement instance in its digital form, i.e., using the
same operating system running over virtual ma-
chines. The deployed digital twin is controlled by
a production-grade SDN domain controller, sup-
porting T-API in the northbound and NETCONF
in the southbound interface. The interaction be-
tween the defragmentation module and the digi-
tal twin uses the T-API specification version 2.1[9].
The defragmentation module and dashboard run
on the demonstrator computer connected to the
digital twin located at a remote lab through a se-
cure channel.

Demonstration storyline
The demonstration begins with an empty net-
work and fully unassigned spectrum. In the first
part, the demo focuses on simulating a frag-
mented network state. The audience can se-
lect the parameters for generating the connectiv-
ity service requests (e.g., inter-arrival time, hold-
ing time, bandwidth) in addition to the simulation
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Fig. 4: The spectrum grid shown on the dashboard at different stages.

run time. The fragmented network state at the
end of the simulation is consolidated into the dig-
ital twin. Fig. 3 illustrates a simple network topol-
ogy and a snapshot of active connectivity ser-
vices. Fig. 4(a) shows the fragmented spectrum
resulting from the simulated arrivals and depar-
tures consolidated into the digital twin.

The second part of the demo consists in invok-
ing the DeepDefrag agent and graphically show-
ing its decisions about services selected for real-
location and their target spectrum. Fig. 4(b) il-
lustrates a hypothetical decision where the agent,
based on the spectrum state from Fig. 4(a), de-
cides to reallocate connectivity service Dy from
slot 12 to 6.

The audience can inspect the execution of in-
dividual decisions within a defragmentation cycle
or advance to the end of the cycle. Fig. 4(c) il-
lustrates the spectrum state at the end of a hy-
pothetical defragmentation cycle that started with
the state in Fig. 4(a). Note that 5 out of 7 connec-
tivity services were reconfigured, representing an
aggressive defragmentation cycle. For the demo,
a more realistic number of slots is set up, and the
number of active services will depend on the pa-
rameters set by the audience (e.g., inter-arrival
time, holding time, and simulation time).

In addition to the spectrum visualisation illus-
trated in Fig. 4, various spectrum fragmentation
metrics (e.g., number of cut[11], and root of sum
of squares[12]) that vary with time are displayed to
the audience, not included here due to space con-
straints. The impact of provisioning, departures,
and defragmentation of connectivity services on
the variations of these metrics is presented to
the audience. The audience can also inspect the
messages exchanged by the module and the dig-
ital twin, revealing how T-API can be leveraged to

implement the proposed approach.

Innovation
This demonstration is the first to take advantage
of DRL to perform intelligent spectrum manage-
ment over a T-API-enabled carrier-grade optical
network deployment, exemplified here by a dig-
ital twin. The demonstration serves not only
as a proof-of-concept of defragmentation oper-
ations over T-API, but also showcases a dash-
board where the audience configures connectiv-
ity service parameters, and observes how the
DRL agent intelligently defragments the spec-
trum. This work can foster discussions and spark
interest in the ECOC community regarding the
real-world implementation of intelligent spectrum
management strategies in optical networks and
their realisation using currently available inter-
faces.

Conclusions
This paper presents the first experimental and in-
teractive demonstration of a proactive spectrum
defragmentation module for elastic optical net-
works using the Open Networking Foundation
(ONF) Transport API standard over a digital twin.
The algorithm uses the merits of deep reinforce-
ment learning to find the best set of actions based
on the network condition.
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